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Abstract 

The notions of n-fold fantastic basic logic and the related algebras, n-fold fantastic 
BL-algebras, are introduced. We also define n-fold fantastic filters and prove some 
relations between these filters and construct quotient algebras via these filters. 

1. Introduction 

The concept of BL-algebras was introduced by Hajek [5] in order to 
provide, an algebraic proof of the completeness theorem of “basic logic” 
(BL, for short). Soon after, Cignoli et al. in [2], proved that Hajek’s logic 
really is the logic of continuous t-norms as conjectured by Hajek. At the 
same time started a systematic study of BL-algebras, too. Indeed, 
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Turunen in [10], published, where BL-algebras were studied by deductive 
systems. Deductive systems correspond to subsets closed with respect to 
Modus Ponens and they are called filters, too. In [11], Boolean deductive 
systems and implicative deductive systems were introduced. Moreover, it 
was proved that these deductive systems coincide. In Haveshki et al. in 
[7], continued an algebraic analysis of BL-algebras and they introduced, 
e.g., implicative filters of BL-algebras. MV-algebras [1], product algebras 
and Gödel algebras are the most classes of BL-algebras. Filters theory 
play an important role in studying these algebras. From logical point of 
view, various filters correspond to various sets of provable formulae. 
Hajek in [5], introduced the concepts of (prime) filters of BL-algebras. 
Using prime filters of BL-algebras, he proved the completeness of basic 
logic. 

The language of propositional Hajek basic logic [5] contains the 
binary connectives ο  and ⇒  and the constant .0  Axioms of BL are: 

  (A1) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),wwvv ⇒ϕ⇒⇒/⇒/⇒ϕ  

  (A2) ( ) ,ϕ⇒/οϕ v  

  (A3) ( ) ( ),ϕο/⇒/οϕ vv  

  (A4) ( )( ) ( )( ),ϕ⇒/ο/⇒/⇒ϕοϕ vvv  

(A5a) ( )( ) ( )( ),wvwv ⇒/οϕ⇒⇒/⇒ϕ  

(A5b) ( )( ) ( )( ),wvwv ⇒/⇒ϕ⇒⇒/οϕ  

  (A6) ( )( ) ( )( )( ),wwvwv ⇒⇒ϕ⇒/⇒⇒/⇒ϕ  

  (A7) .0 w⇒  

The above notion is generalized to an algebraic system, in which the 
required conditions are fulfilled (Definition 1). Filters in BL-algebras are 
also introduced in [5]. The notions of implicative and positive implicative 
filters were introduced in [7]. 

In Section 2, we give some definitions and theorems which are needed 
in the rest of the paper. We then introduce the notions of an n-fold 
fantastic basic logic and n-fold fantastic BL-algebra. We also introduce 
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the notion of n-fold fantastic filters. We prove that, every n-fold fantastic 
BL-algebra is also an ( )-1+n fold fantastic BL-algebra, but by an 
example, we show that the converse is not true. Some characterization 
for a BL-algebra to be n-fold fantastic, is given. We define n-fold fantastic 
filters, after that we state the equivalent conditions for n-fold fantastic 
BL-algebras. By [8], every n-fold positive implicative filter is an n-fold 
implicative filter, but the converse is not true. We show that, under some 
conditions, an n-fold implicative filter is an n-fold positive implicative 
filter. 

2. n-Fold Fantastic BL-Algebras 

Definition 2.1. A BL-algebra is an algebra ( )1,0,,,,, →∗A  of 

type ( )0,0,2,2,2,2  satisfying the following axioms: 
(BL1) ( )1,0,,, A  is a bounded lattice, 

(BL2) ( )1,, ∗A  is a commutative monoid, 

(BL3) ∗  and →  form an adjoint pair; i.e., ,bac →≤  if and only 
if ≤ca ∗  b  for all ,,, acba ∈  

(BL4) ( ),baaba →= ∗  

(BL5) ( ) ( ) .1=→→ abba   

Proposition 2.2 [3, 4, 5]. In each BL-algebra A, the following 
relations hold for all :,, Azyx ∈  

(p1) ( ) ,yyxx ≤→∗  

(p2) ( )( ),yxyx ∗→≤  

(p3) ,yx ≤  if and only if ,1=→ yx  

(p4) ( ) ( ),zxyzyx →→=→→  

(p5) If ,yx ≤  then zxzy →≤→  and ,yzxz →≤→  

(p6) ( ) ,xxyy →→≤  
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(p7) ( ) ( ),xzyzxy →→→≤→  

(p8) ( ) ( ),zxzyyx →→→≤→  

(p9) ( )[ ] ( )[ ].xxyyyxyx →→→→=   

In what follows, let n denotes a positive integer and A a BL-algebra, 

unless otherwise specified. For any element x of A, let nx  denotes 

,xx ∗∗K  in which x occurs n times, and .10 =x  

Definition 2.3. A filter of a BL-algebra A is a nonempty subset F of A 

such that for all ,, Aba ∈  

(f1) Fba ∈,  implies ,Fba ∈∗  

(f2) Fa ∈  and ba ≤  imply .Fb ∈  

,1 F∈  since 1≤x  for every ,Fx ∈  and F is nonempty subset, .1 F∈  It 
is proved in [11], that if F is a filter, then it satisfies: 

(f3) ,1 F∈  

(f4) Fx ∈  and Fyx ∈→  imply .Fy ∈  

A subset D of A is called a deductive system in [11], if it satisfies the 
above two conditions. It is obvious that for a nonempty subset D, D is a 
deductive system, if and only if it is a filter. 

Definition 2.4. A nonempty subset F of A is called an n-fold 
implicative filter of A, if it satisfies F∈1  and: 

(f5) ( ) FyxFzyx nn ∈→∈→→ ,  imply ,Fzxn ∈→  for all 

zyx ,,  .A∈  

Theorem 2.5 [8, Theorem 4.6]. Let F be a filter of A. Then for all 
,,, Azyx ∈  the following conditions are equivalent: 

 (i)  F is an n-fold implicative filter of A, 

(ii) ,2 Fxx nn ∈→  for all ,Ax ∈  
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(iii)  Fyxn ∈→+1  implies ,Fyxn ∈→  

 (iv) ( ) Fzyxn ∈→→  implies ( ) ( ) .Fzxyx nn ∈→→→  

Definition 2.6. A nonempty subset F of A is called an n-fold positive 
implicative filter, if it satisfies F∈1  and: 

(f6) (( ) ) Fyzyx n ∈→→→  and Fx ∈  imply ,Fy ∈  for all 
∈zyx ,,  .A  

Theorem 2.7 [8, Theorem 6.2]. Every n-fold positive implicative filter 
of A is a filter of A. 

Theorem 2.8 [8, Theorem 6.3]. Let F be a filter of A. Then for all 
,, yx  ,Az ∈  the following conditions are equivalent: 

  (i) F is an n-fold positive implicative filter, 

 (ii) ( ) Fxxn ∈→→ 0  implies ,Fx ∈  for all ,Ax ∈  

(iii) ( ) Fxyxn ∈→→  implies ,Fx ∈  for all ., Ayx ∈  

Definition 2.9. A nonempty subset F of A is called a fantastic filter, if 
it satisfies F∈1  and: 

(f7) ( ) FzFxyzAzyx ∈∈→→∈∀ ,,,,  imply ( )( )yyx →→  

.Fx ∈→  

Theorem 2.10 [7, Theorem 4.2]. Every fantastic filter of A is a filter 
of A. 

Definition 2.11. Axioms of an n-fold fantastic basic logic are those of 
BL plus 

(( ) ) ,ϕ⇒/≡ϕ⇒/⇒/⇒ϕ vvvn  

where 

ϕοοϕοϕ=ϕ Kn  for n times, 

and where v/≡ϕ  denotes v/⇒ϕ  plus .ϕ⇒/v  
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Definition 2.12. A BL-algebra A is called to be n-fold fantastic, if it 

satisfies the equality (( ) ) xyxyyxn →=→→→  for all ., Ayx ∈  

Example 2.13. Let { }.1,,,0 baA =  Define ∗  and →  as follows: 

.

101
11
111
11110
10

101
00

000
00000
10

ba
bab

ba

ba

ba
bab
aa

ba →∗

 

It is easy to see that A is an m-fold fantastic BL-algebra for every .2≥m  

Theorem 2.14. The n-fold fantastic basic logic is complete, for each 
formula ,ϕ  the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) The n-fold fantastic basic logic proves ,ϕ  

(ii) ϕ  is an A-tautology for each linearly ordered n-fold fantastic 

BL-algebra A, 

(iii) ϕ  is an A-tautology for each n-fold fantastic BL-algebra A. 

Proof. It follows from [5, Theorem 2.3.22]. This is because n-fold 
fantastic basic logic is a schematic extension of BL.  

Theorem 2.15. An n-fold fantastic BL-algebra is an m-fold fantastic 
BL-algebra for every .nm >  

Proof. Let A be an n-fold fantastic BL-algebra and .nm >  Then, we 
have 

(( ) ) ,xyxyyxn →=→→→  

for all ., Ayx ∈  Since ,nm xx ≤  we get 

(( ) ) (( ) ) .xyyxxyyxxy mn →→→≤→→→=→  

On the other hand, 

( ) ,yyxy m →→≤  
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and so 

(( ) ) .xyxyyxm →≤→→→  

Thus 

(( ) ) ,1 xyxyyxn →=→→→+  

which shows that A is an m-fold fantastic BL-algebra.  

The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 2.15 is 
not 

true. 

Example 2.16. Let { }.1,,,,0 cbaB =  Define ∗  and →  as follows: 

.

101
11
111
1111
111110
10

101
00
00

0000
000000
10

cba
ccac

cab
ca

cba

cba
caac
baab
aa

cba →∗

 

Then, ( )1,0,,,,, →∗B  is a 2-fold fantastic BL-algebra. 

But, we have ( )( ) ,000 bbb →≠→→→  so B is not 1-fold fantastic 
BL-algebra. 

Theorem 2.17. For each BL-algebra A, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

  (i)   A is n-fold fantastic, 

 (ii) ( ) ( ) ,xxyyyxn →→≤→→  for all ,, Ayx ∈  

(iii)  ,, xyxzzyzxn ≤⇒≤→≤→  

(iv)  ,,, xyyxzzyzxn ≤⇒≤→≤→  

 (v)  ( ) .xyyxxy n ≤→→⇒≤  
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Proof. (i) ⇔  (ii). Let A be n-fold fantastic. Then, we have 

(( ) ) (( ) ) ( ) ((( ) ) )xyyxxyxxyyyx nn →→→→→=→→→→→  

( ) ( ) .1=→→→= xyxy  

Hence, for all (( ) ) ( ) .,, xxyyyxAyx n →→≤→→∈  Conversely, 

assume that the inequality (( ) ) ( ) xxyyyxn →→≤→→  holds for all 

., Ayx ∈  Then, 

( ) ((( ) ) ) (( ) ) ( )( )xxyyyxxyyxxy nn →→→→→→=→→→→→  

(( ) ) (( ) )yyxyyx nn →→→→→≥  

.1=  

Hence, ( ) ((( ) ) ) ,1=→→→→→ xyyxxy n  i.e., (( )yxxy n →≤→  
) .xy →→  Now, we have 

((( ) ) ) ( ) (( ) )yyxyxyxyyx nn →→→≥→→→→→  

( ) ( )yyyxn →→→=  

( ) 1→→= yxn  

,1=  

and so ((( ) ) ) ( ) ,1=→→→→→ xyxyyxn  that is, (( ) )yyxn →→  
.xyx →≤→  Hence, A is n-fold fantastic. 

(ii) ⇒  (iii). Let Azyx ∈,,  be such that zyzxn →≤→  and 
.xz ≤  Using (p4), (p5), and condition (ii), we have 

( ) ( ) (( ) )zzxyzyzx nn →→→=→→→=1  

( )( )xxzy →→→≤  

( )xy →→= 1  

( ),xy →=  
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and so ,1=→ xy  i.e., .xy ≤  

(iii) ⇒  (iv). It is trivial. 

(iv) ⇒  (v). Let Ayx ∈,  be such that .xy ≤  Note that 

( )yxy n →≤  y→  and (( ) ) .yyyxyx nn →→→≤→  It follows from 

(iv) that ( ) .xyyxn ≤→→  

(v) ⇒  (ii). Since ( ) ,xxyx →→≤  we have ( )( ) yxxy n →→→  
nx≤ y→  by induction. Since, ( ) ,xxyy →→≤  it follows from (p5) and 

(v) that 

( ) ((( ) ) ) ( ) .xxyyyxxyyyx nn →→≤→→→→≤→→  

This completes the proof.  

3. n-Fold Fantastic Filter 

Definition 3.1. A nonempty subset F of A is called an n-fold fantastic 

filter, if it satisfies F∈1  and: 

(f8) ( ) (( ) )yyxFzFxyzAzyx n →→⇒∈∈→→∈∀ ,,,,  
.Fx ∈→  

Definition 3.2. A nonempty subset F of A is called a weak n-fold 
fantastic filter of A, if it satisfies F∈1  and: 

(f9) (( ) ) FzFxxyzAzyx n ∈∈→→→∈∀ ,,,,  imply ( )yx →  
.Fy ∈→   

Example 3.3. Let { }.1,,,0 baC =  Define ∗  and →  as follows: 

.

101
110
111
11110
10

101
0

00
00000
10

ba
ab

aa

ba

ba
bbab
aaa

ba →∗
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Then C is a BL-algebra. It is easy to see that { }1,bF =  is a 2-fold 
fantastic filter of C. 

Theorem 3.4. Any n-fold fantastic filter of a BL-algebra A is a filter 
of A. 

Proof. Let ., Fyxx ∈→  Hence, ( ) .1 Fyxyx ∈→→=→  Since, 

F is an n-fold fantastic filter, we get (( ) ) ,11 Fyyyn ∈=→→→  that 
is, F is a filter.    

The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 3.4 is not 
true. 

Example 3.5. In Example 3.3, { }1  is a filter. Since, { }11 ∈  and →1  

( ) { }1∈→ ba  and (( ) ) { } { }1,12 ∈/=→→→ bbaab  is not a 2-fold 
fantastic filter. 

Theorem 3.6. Let F be a filter of a BL-algebra A. Then, 

(i) F is an n-fold fantastic filter of A, if and only if 

(( ) ) ,Fxyyxn ∈→→→  for all Ayx ∈,  with .Fxy ∈→  

(ii) F is a weak n-fold fantastic filter of A, if and only if 

( )( ) ,Fxyyx ∈→→→  for all Ayx ∈,  with ( ) .Fxxyn ∈→→  

Proof. Assume that F is an n-fold fantastic filter of A and let 
Ayx ∈,  be such that .Fxy ∈→  Then ( ) Fxyxy ∈→=→→1  and 

.1 F∈  It follows from (f6) that (( ) ) .Fxyyxn ∈→→→  Conversely, 

let F be a filter of A such that (( ) ) ,Fxyyxn ∈→→→  for all 

Ayx ∈,  with .Fxy ∈→  Let Azyx ∈,,  be such that 

( ) Fxyz ∈→→  and .Fz ∈  Then Fxy ∈→  by (f4), and hence 

(( ) ) Fxyyxn ∈→→→  by assumption. Thus, F is an n-fold fantastic 

filter of A. Similar argument induces the second part.  

Theorem 3.7. Let F and G be filters of a BL-algebra A such that  
.GF ⊆  If F is n-fold fantastic filter, then so is G. 
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Proof. Let Ayx ∈,  be such that .Gxy ∈→  Setting ( )xyk →=:  
,x→  then 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) .1 Fxyxyxxyyky ∈=→→→=→→→=→  

Since, F is n-fold fantastic filter, it follows from Theorem 3.6 (i) and (p4) 
that 

( ) ((( ) ) ) (( ) ) ( )( )xxyyykxyykxy nn →→→→→=→→→→→  

(( ) ) .GFkyykn ⊆∈→→→=  

This implies from (f4) that (( ) ) .Gxyykn ∈→→→  Since ,kx ≤  we 

have ,yxyk nn →≤→  so (( ) ) (( ) ) .xyyxxyyk nn →→→≤→→→  

Using (f2), we know that (( ) ) ,Gxyyxn ∈→→→  and hence G is n-
fold fantastic filter of A, by Theorem 3.6 (i).   

Corollary 3.8. Every filter of a BL-algebra A is n-fold fantastic filter, 
if and only if the filter { }1  is n-fold fantastic. 

Theorem 3.9. An n-fold fantastic filter is an m-fold fantastic filter for 

every .nm >  

Proof. Let F be an n-fold fantastic filter of A and for →∈ yAyx ,,  

Fx ∈  and .nm >  Since, F is an n-fold fantastic filter, we get 

(( )yxn →  ) ,Fxy ∈→→  and since ,nm xx ≤  we have 

(( ) ) (( ) ) .xyyxxyyx mn →→→≤→→→  

Hence by (f2), (( ) ) ,Fxyyxm ∈→→→  i.e., F is an m-fold fantastic 
filter.  

The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 3.9 is not 
true. 

Example 3.10. In Example 2.16, it is clear that { }1=F  is a 2-fold 

fantastic filter of B, but it is not a 1-fold fantastic filter. This is because 
.10 Fb ∈=→  But ( )( ) .00 Fcbb ∈/=→→→  
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Let F be a filter of A. We define a binary relation ”“∼  on A as 

follows: For every ,,, yxAyx ∼∈  if and only if Fyx ∈→  and 

.Fxy ∈→  

Then ”“∼  is a congruence relation on A. Denote =:FA [ ]{ },Axx ∈  

where [ ] { },: yxAyx ∼∈=  and define binary operations ”,“”,“”,“    

and ”“ ’  on FA  as follows: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],,, yxyxyxyxyxyx →===   and [ ] [ ] [ ],yxyx ∗=’  

respectively. Then ( )1,0,,,,, ’FA  is a BL-algebra. 

Theorem 3.11. A filter F of A is n-fold fantastic, if and only if every 
filter of the quotient algebra FA  is n-fold fantastic. 

Proof. Assume that F is an n-fold fantastic filter of A and let 

Ayx ∈,  be such that [ ] [ ] .1=yx   Then ,Fyx ∈→  and so (( )xyn →  

) Fyx ∈→→  by Theorem 3.6 (i). Hence, 

(([ ] [ ]) [ ]) [ ] [(( ) ) ] [ ],1=→→→= yxxyyxxy nn   

which proves that { }1  is an n-fold fantastic filter of .FA  By Corollary 1, 

every filter of FA  is n-fold fantastic. Conversely, suppose that every 

filter of FA  is n-fold fantastic and let Ayx ∈,  be such that 

.Fxy ∈→  Then [ ] [ ] [ ] .1=→= xyxy   Since, { }1  is an n-fold fantastic 

filter of ,FA  it follows from Theorem 3.6 (i) that 

[(( ) ) ] (([ ] [ ]) [ ]) [ ] [ ],1==→→→ xyyxxyyx nn   

that is, (( ) ) .Fxyyxn ∈→→→  Hence by Theorem 3.6 (i), F is an n-

fold fantastic filter of A. 

Theorem 3.12. A BL-algebra A is n-fold fantastic, if and only if its 
trivial filter { }1  is n-fold fantastic filter. 
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Proof. Let A be an n-fold fantastic and ( ) ,11 =→→ xy  that is, 

.1=→ xy  Since A is n-fold fantastic, we have (( ) ) →→→ yyxn  
.1=x  Hence, { }1  is n-fold fantastic filter. Conversely, assume that { }1  is 

an n-fold fantastic filter of A and let ( ) xxyk →→=  for every 
., Ayx ∈  Then, 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) { },11 ∈=→→→=→→→=→ xyxyxxyyky  

and hence (( ) ) ,1=→→→ kyykn  that is, ( ) .kyykn ≤→→  Now, 

kx ≤  implies ,yxyk nn →≤→  and so ( ) ( ) →→≤→→ ykyyx nn  
.y  It follows that 

(( ) ) (( ) ) ,1 kyyxkyyk nn →→→≤→→→=  

so that 

(( ) ) ( )( ) (( ) ) ,1=→→→=→→→→→ kyyxxxyyyx nn  

it means that, ( ) ( ) .xxyyyxn →→≤→→  Hence by Theorem 2.17, A 
is an n-fold fantastic BL-algebra.  

Theorem 3.13. Every n-fold fantastic filter is a weak n-fold fantastic 
filter. 

Proof. Let F be an n-fold fantastic filter of A. Then FA  is n-fold 

fantastic. Let Ayx ∈,  be such that ( ) .Fxxyn ∈→→  Then, 

( )[ ] ([ ] [ ]) [ ]yyxyyx =→→  

([ ] [ ]) [ ]xxy n ≥  

[( ) ] [ ],1=→→= xxyn  

and so ( )[ ] [ ],1=→→ yyx  i.e., ( ) .Fyyx ∈→→  It follows from 
Theorem 3.6 (i) that, F is a weak n-fold fantastic filter of A. 

By [8], every n-fold positive implicative filter is an n-fold implicative 
filter, but the converse is not true. Now, we show under some conditions 
an n-fold implicative filter is an n-fold positive implicative filter.  
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Theorem 3.14. Let F be a filter of A. Then F is an n-fold positive 
implicative filter, if and only if F is an n-fold implicative and n-fold 
fantastic filter. 

Proof. Let F be an n-fold implicative and n-fold fantastic filter and 

assume that ( ) .0 Fxxn ∈→→  Since, ( ) ( nnnn xxxx →→≤→ 022  
),0→  by Theorem 2.5 and (f2), we have 

( ) ( ) .002 Fxx nn ∈→→→  

Since, F is an n-fold fantastic filter and ( ) ,0 Fxxn ∈→→  by Theorem 
3.6 (i), we have 

(( ( )) ( )) (( ) ( )) .0000 2 Fxxxxxxx nnnnn ∈→→→→=→→→→→  

On the other hands, since ( ) ( ) ,002 Fxx nn ∈→→→  by (f4), we have 
.Fx ∈  

Therefore, by Theorem 2.8, F is an n-fold positive implicative filter of 
A. Conversely, let F be an n-fold positive implicative filter of A. Consider 

Ayx ∈,  and .Fxy ∈→  Putting (( ) ) ,xyyxk n →→→=  then by 
Proposition (2.2), we have 

( ) ( ) ((( ) ) )xyyxykkyk nnn →→→→→=→→  

(( ) ) (( ) )xykyyx nn →→→→→=  

(( ) ) (( ) )xyxyyx nn →→→→→≥  

.Fxy ∈→≥  

Hence by (f2), we have ( ) ,Fkykn ∈→→  and since F is an n-fold 

positive implicative filter, by Theorem (2.8), (( ) ) →→→= yyxk n  
,Fx ∈  i.e., F is an n-fold fantastic filter of A.  

The following example shows that every n-fold fantastic filter of A is 
not an n-fold positive implicative filter. 
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Example 3.15. In Example 2.16, { }1  is a 2-fold fantastic filter, but 

( ) 102 =→→ cc  and ,1≠c  hence { }1  is not 2-fold positive implicative 
filter. 

The following example shows that every n-fold fantastic filter of A is 
not an n-fold implicative filter. 

Example 3.16. In Example 3.3, { }bF ,1=  is a 1-fold fantastic filter, 
but F is not 1-fold implicative filter, since ( ) Faa ∈→→ 0  and aa →  

,F∈  but .0 Fa ∈/→  

The following example shows that every n-fold implicative filter of A 
is not an n-fold fantastic filter. 

Example 3.17. Let { }.1,,,,0 cbaD =  Define ∗  and →  as follows: 

.

101
110
110
11110
111110
10

101
0
0
0

000000
10

bac
aab

bba
c

bac

bac
bbccb
acaca
ccccc

bac →∗

 

Then, ( )1,0,,,,, →∗D  is a BL-algebra. It is clear that { }1,bF =  is a 
2-fold implicative filter, but it is not a 2-fold fantastic filter. We have 

,0 Fc ∈→  but (( ) ) .002 Fccc ∈/=→→→  
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